Here, we describe a simple method that al1eviate-s the dynamic range problem and that hcilitazes the suppression of signals from protons that are not mupled to the lowy nucleus. The idea is to saturate all protons not directly attached to the low-y nucleus, leaving the protons coupled to the low-y nucleus unaffected or slightly intended by the homonuclear NOE effect (for molecules in the fast motion limit). The 2D pulse sequence is sketched in Fig. 1 . In the following discussion, the low? nucleus is assumed to be "C. All protons not coupled to I3C are inverted by the bilinear (BIRD) pulse (12, 12): 90,"('H)-I/~ZJ)-lSO~('H, '3C)-1//2Jb90!('H), where J is the one-bond 13C-1H scalar coupling constant. Pcotons coupled to 13C are not affected by this bilinear pulse, whereas the magnetization of all other protons is inverted. At the time, T , when the inverted magnetization changes from negative to positive (i.e., when protons not coupled to 13C are nearly saturated), the first 90" pulse of the HMQC experiment is applied. In practice, the Ti's of the various protons in the mdecule will vary, which at fmt sight makes it impossible to select a single T value for whch all protons not coupled to I3C are near saturation. However, by keeping the deIay time, T, between experiments short, one can 1argeIy circumvent th& problem. This w i l l be briefly explained below.
We define the delay period, T, as the time between the start of data aCqUiSitiQn in one scan and the end of the preparation period of the next scan. The bilinear pulse is applied at a time, r = T/2.7, before the end of this delay perid. The time Tis chosen to be about 1.3 times the TI value of the fastst relaxing proton in the molecule. At the start of the data acquisition for the first scan, longitudinal magnetization may be assumed to be cIose to zero. The buildup of longitudinal magnetization during the delay period i s depicted in Fig. 2 . The bitinear pulse inverts the magnetization, and just afkr this inversion, the magnetization of the fastest relaxing proton is the most negative. At a time T/2.7 later, the Iongiturllnal magnetizations of all protons not coupId to I3C are close to zero. At this time the HMQC experiment is begun. In practice, we "fme tune" the duration of the delay time, 7, by choosing the value that minimizes the signal that is recorded in a single s m preceded by two dummy scans. It may appear that for the slowly relaxing protons in the molecuIe such a relatively short delay period between exwrhents is far from the optimum delay of 1 .3Tj (13). The signal-tenoise ratio on cross sections taken parallel to the Fl axis through the spectrum of Fig. 3 small. molecules (<2000 daltons) we find in practice that N pg of sample of molecular weight, N, generalty yields heternnuclear shift-correlation spectra with an acceptable sensitivity in less than I2 hours. The main advantage of the modification proposed here is that on larger quantities (but stiU small relative to conventional I3C NMR quantities) it becomes possible to record 2D shiftcornlation spectra that are essentialIy free o f t , noise in a very short period of time. We find the indir-detected '% method attractive for routine use in our laboratory since no probe changes are necessary and the time needed for shimming on our 5 mm probe is much less than usually needed for our broadband 10 mm probe. The addition of a bilinear pulse as descriM in this communication is not recommended for the study of proteins and other macromolecules because during the delay time, 7 , the negative NOE effect decreases the intensity of the protons coupled to 13C.
